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Abstract: For any two vertices and  in a connected graph  the  path  is called 

an  triangle free path if no three vertices of induce a triangle. The triangle free detour distance 

 is the length of a longest  triangle free path in  A  path of length   

is called an triangle free detour. A set  is called an edge triangle free detour set of if every 

edge of  lies on a triangle free detour joining a pair of vertices of  The edge triangle free detour 

number  of  is the minimum order of its edge triangle free detour sets and any edge 

triangle free detour set of order  is an edge triangle free detour basis of  A graph is 

called an edge triangle free detour graph if it has an edge triangle free detour set.  Some properties of 

these concepts are investigated. It is proved that for any three positive integers  and  with 

 and  there exists an edge triangle free detour graph  of order  with 

triangle free detour diameter  and  It is shown that for any two positive integers 

 and  with   there exists an edge triangle free detour graph  such that triangle free 

detour number  and   

 
Keywords: Triangle Free Detour  Distance,  Edge Triangle Free Detour Set, Edge Triangle Free Detour 
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Introduction : By a graph   we mean a finite undirected connected simple graph. For basic 

definitions and terminologies, we refer to Chartrand et al. in [2]. For vertices  and  in a connected 

graph  the detour distance  is the length of a longest  path in  A  path of 

length  is called a  detour. A set  is called an edge detour set of  if every edge of 

 lies on a detour joining a pair of vertices of  The edge  detour number  of  is the 

minimum order of its edge detour sets and any edge detour set of order  is called an edge  detour 

basis of  A graph  is called an edge detour graph if it has an edge detour set. The concept of edge 

detour number was introduced by Santhakumaran and Athisayanathan in [4]. The  path  is 

called an  triangle free path if no three vertices of  induce a triangle. The triangle free detour 

distance   is the length of a longest  triangle free path in  A  path of length  

  is called an  triangle free detour. The concept of triangle free detour distance was 
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introduced by Keerthi Asir and Athisayanathan  in [3]. The triangle free detour eccentricity  of a 

vertex in  is the maximum triangle free detour distance from  to a vertex of  The triangle free 

detour radius  of  is the minimum triangle free detour eccentricity among the vertices of  

while the triangle free detour diameter  of  is the maximum triangle free detour eccentricity 

among the vertices of  A set   is called an triangle free detour set of  if every vertex of  

lies on a triangle free detour joining a pair of vertices of  The triangle free detour number  of 

 is the minimum order of its  triangle free detour sets and any triangle free detour set of order 

  is a triangle free detour basis of  The concept of triangle free detour number was introduced 

by Athisayanathan, Keerthi Asir and Sethu Ramalingam in [1]. In general, there are graphs  for which 

there exist edges which do not lie on a triangle free detour joining any pair of vertices of  For the 

graph G given in Figure 1.1, the edge  does not lie on a triangle free detour joining any pair of 

vertices of   we are motivated to consider graphs in which every edge lies on a triangle free detour 

joining a pair of vertices of  This leads us to introduce the concept of an edge triangle free detour 

graphs. Throughout this paper  denotes a connected graph with at least two vertices.  
 

 
 
The following  theorem is used in the sequel. 

Theorem 1.1 [1]  Every extreme-vertex of a connected graph  belongs to every triangle free detour set 

of  
 
Edge Triangle Free Detour Number Of A Graph: 

Definition 2.1.  Let  be a connected graph. A set  is called an edge triangle free detour set of 

 if every edge of  lies on a triangle free detour joining a pair of vertices of  The edge triangle free 

detour number   of  is the minimum order of its edge triangle free detour sets and any edge 

triangle free detour set of order  is called an edge triangle free detour basis of  A graph  

is called an edge triangle free detour graph if it has an edge triangle free detour set. 

Example 2.2  For the graph  given in Figure 2.1, it is clear that no two element subset of   is an 

edge triangle free detour set of  It is easily seen that the set  is an edge triangle free 

detour basis of G so that  Thus  is an edge triangle free detour graph. Also the set 

 is another edge triangle free detour basis of  Thus there can be more than one edge 

triangle free detour basis for a graph   
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Theorem 2.3  For any edge triangle free detour graph G of order   

Proof.  An edge triangle free detour set needs at least two vertices so that  and the set of 

all vertices of  is an edge triangle free detour set of  so that Thus 

   

 
 

Remark 2.4 The bounds in Theorem 2.3 are sharp. The path  has the smallest edge triangle free 

detour number 2 and the complete graph  has the largest possible edge triangle free detour number 

  

Definition 2.5  A vertex  in an edge triangle free detour graph  is an edge triangle free detour vertex 

if  belongs to every edge triangle free detour basis of  If  has an unique edge triangle free detour 

basis of  then every vertex of  is an edge triangle free detour vertex of G  

Example 2.6  For the graph  given in Figure 2.1,   and  

are the only edge triangle free detour bases of  so that  is the only edge triangle free detour vertex 

of  
 

Theorem 2.7  Every extreme-vertex of an edge triangle free detour graph  belongs to every edge 

triangle free detour set of  Also, if the set  of all extreme vertices of  is an edge triangle free 

detour set, then  is the unique edge triangle free detour basis for  

Proof. Let  be an extreme vertex of  and let  be an edge triangle free detour set of  Suppose 

that    

Case 1.   Clearly  is an end-vertex and an edge  does not lie on any triangle free 

detour joining a pair of vertices  So that  is not an edge triangle free detour set which is a 

contradiction.  

Case 2.   Since  then an edge  is an internal edge of a  triangle free 

detour path say  for some   Let  and  be the two adjacent edges with  on  Then 

 and  are not adjacent and so  is not an extreme vertex, which is a contradiction. If  is the set 

of all extreme vertices of  then by the first part of this theorem,   If  is an edge 

triangle free detour set of  then  Hence  and  is the unique edge 

triangle free detour basis for           
The following Corollaries follows immediately from the Theorem 2.7. 

Corollary 2.8  If  is a tree with  end-vertices, then  
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Corollary 2.9  Every end-vertex of an edge triangle free detour graph  is an edge triangle free detour 

vertex of  

Corollary 2.10  For any edge triangle free detour graph  with  extreme vertices,  

             

Corollary 2.11  For the complete graph      

Theorem 2.12  Let be an edge triangle free detour graph with cut-vertices and  an edge triangle 

free detour set of  Then for any cut-vertex  of  every component of  contains an element 

of  

Proof. Suppose that there is a component  of  such that  contains no vertex of  Let  be 

any vertex in  and let  be any edge incident with  say   Since  is a weak edge triangle 

free detour set, there exists vertices such that  lies on some  triangle free detour path  

 in  with    Let  be the  subpath of  and  be the 

 subpath of  Since  is a cut vertex of  both  and  contain  so that  is not a path, 

which is a contradiction. Thus every component of  contains an element of  

Corollary 2.13  If  is an edge triangle free detour graph with a cut-vertex  and the number of 

components of  is  then   

 

Theorem 2.14 Let  be an edge triangle free detour graph with cut-vertices. Then no cut-vertex of  

belongs to any edge triangle free detour basis of  

Proof.  Let  be a cut-vertex of  and let  be an edge triangle free detour basis of  and  

Then by Theorem 2.12, every component of  contains an element of  Let  and  be two 

components of  and let and   Then  is an internal vertex of any  triangle 

free detour path. Let   We show that is an edge triangle free detour set of  Let  be 

an edge of  which lies on a triangle free detour joining a pair of vertices,  say  and  of  Let 

 be a triangle free detour containing the edge  and  

any  triangle free detour in  Then since  is a cut-vertex of  the path 

 is a  triangle free detour containing the edge  

We have  and  Thus we have shown that every edge that lies on a triangle free detour 

joining a pair of vertices  and  of  also lies on a triangle free detour joining a pair of vertices of  

Hence it follows that every edge of  is contained in a triangle free detour joining a pair of vertices of 

 so that  is an edge triangle free detour set of  Since   this contradicts that  is 

an edge triangle free detour basis of  Therefore  and hence no cut-vertex of belongs to any 

edge triangle free detour basis of  
 

Observation 2.15  Let  be a connected graph of order  

(a) If  is the complete graph  then  

(b) If  is the even cycle  then   

(c) If  is the odd cycle  then     

(d) If is the complete bipartite graph  then  
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Theorem 2.16  For each pair of integers  and  with  there exists an edge triangle free 

detour graph  of order  with  

Proof. For  let  be a path of order  Then the graph  obtained from  by 

adding  new vertices to  and joining them to any cut-vertex of  is a tree of order  and so by 

Corollary 2.8,  

 

Theorem 2.17  For each positive integer  there exists an edge triangle free detour graph  with a 

vertex  of degree  in  such that  belongs to an edge triangle free detour basis of  and 

 

Proof. For  let  be the cycle  Then a set of two antipodal vertices of  satisfies the 

requirements of the theorem.  For  let  be the graph obtained from the complete graph  

where  by adding the new vertex  to  Then   Since  is the 

cut-vertex of  then by Theorem 2.14,  It is easily seen that  is an edge 

triangle free detour basis of  so that   

 

Theorem 2.18  For any two positive integers  and  with   there exists an edge triangle 

free detour graph  such that   and    

Proof.  Case 1.   Any tree with   end vertices has the desired property.  

Case 2.    Consider the graph  given in Figure 2.2. Let  be the set of 

all extreme vertices of  By Theorem 1.1 and 2.7,  is contained in every triangle free detour set and 

every edge triangle free detour set of  Clearly,  is a triangle free detour set of  and so 

  It is easily seen that  is not an edge triangle free detour set of  Let  

Then  is an edge triangle free detour set of  and so     

  

 
 

Case 3.    Let  be a path of order   and   be a path 

of order 2. Let  be the graph obtained by joining each vertex   with  and also 

joining the vertices  and   Let  be the graph obtained by adding  new vertices 
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 to  and joining each   to  in  The graph  is shown in Figure 

2.3. Let  be the set of all extreme vertices of  By Theorems 1.1 and 2.7,   is 

contained in every triangle free detour set and every edge triangle free detour set of  Let 

  It is easily verified that  is a triangle free detour set of  and so  Let  

be the set of all extreme vertices of  Then by Theorem 2.7, every edge 

triangle free detour set contains  It is easily seen that  is an edge triangle free detour set of  

and so  

 

Theorem 2.19 For any three positive integers  and  with  and   there 

exists an edge triangle free detour graph  of order  with triangle free detour diameter   

and    

 

Proof.  Case 1. When  is even, let  be the graph obtained from the cycle  of 

order  by adding   new vertices  and joining each vertex  to  and 

adding new vertices  and joining each vertex  

to both  and  Since the graph  is connected of order  then triangle free detour diameter 

 and is shown in Figure 2.4.  Now, we show that   Let   be 

the set of all end-vertices of  Since no edge of other than the edges  lies on a 

triangle free detour joining a pair of vertices of   is not an edge triangle free detour set of  Let 

 where  is the antipodal vertex of  in  Then every edge of  lies on a triangle 

free detour joining a vertex  and  so that  is an edge triangle free detour set of  

Now, it follows from Theorem 2.7 that  is an edge triangle free detour basis of  and so 
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Case 2.  When  is odd, let  be the graph obtained from the cycle  of order  

by adding  new vertices  and joining each vertex  to  and adding 

 new vertices  and joining each vertex  to 

both  and  Since the graph  is connected of order  then triangle free detour diameter 

 and is shown in Figure 2.5.  Now, we show that   Let  be 

the set of all end-vertices of  As in Case 1,  is not an edge triangle free detour set of  Let  

 where  is the any vertex of  such that  It is easy to see that  

is not an edge triangle free detour set of  Now, the set   is clearly an edge triangle 

free detour set of  Hence it follows from Theorem 2.7 that  is an edge triangle free detour basis of 

 and so     

Problem 2.21 Characterize an edge triangle free detour graphs G for which   
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